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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

RBH'S SIGNATURE REFERENCE MODELS ENHANCED WITH
NEW AMT TWEETER
Dallas, Texas – CEDIA 2016 – Sound Room 3 – September 15-17, 2016 – Today, RBH Sound (RBH), a
manufacturer of high performance loudspeakers and audio products, is further refining its Signature
Reference line-up with the announcement of a new Air Motion Transducer (AMT) for the series. The
proprietary design, co-developed by RBH and Aurum Cantus® engineers, promises extended high
frequencies and increased fidelity and is destined for the company's flagship Signature Reference speaker
models.
The new AMT tweeter is a departure from RBH’s long-held tradition of relying on fabric dome tweeters for
its Signature Series Reference conventional/freestanding and in-wall models. RBH’s lead engineer, Shane
Rich, said, “We have always been pleased with the performance of our fabric dome tweeters, and have
preferred them over other tweeter types, including ribbon designs; however, when we finalized the
development of this new AMT tweeter with the engineers at Aurum Cantus, we discovered we had just
raised the bar and there was no going back. Since we introduced another AMT tweeter model into our
larger SV-831 and SV-821C models last year, we have been working closely with them to co-develop this
new design and integrate it into the rest of our Signature Reference models to meet the demands and
requests from our dealerships and end users. These aluminum conductor tweeters integrate seamlessly
with our 6.5-inch midrange woofers and provide a phenomenal sense of spaciousness, lending realism to
the soundstage that is second to none. The high frequency response extends beyond 40kHz adding a
sense of air and detail that surpasses other traditional tweeter designs.” Rich also claimed the new tweeter
features a larger surface area compared to traditional dome style tweeters which results in increased
sensitivity, lower distortion and higher dynamic range.
The new AMT tweeter will be available the end of October this year and included at no additional cost for
Signature Series Reference models. The RBH Signature “Reference” upgrade includes fixed phase plug
aluminum cone midrange woofers, the new AMT tweeters, modified crossover networks to manage the
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upgraded drive units and, for RBH’s powered subwoofers, an amplifier upgrade. The Signature Reference
upgrade option, denoted by an “R” at the end of the model number, comes at a higher cost, promising
increased power handling, improved resolution and overall performance.
The Signature SV Series is currently available through the company’s authorized dealer and international
distributor network and, for those without an authorized RBH dealership nearby, orders will soon be taken
via the company’s web site at http://rbhsound.com.
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About RBH Sound (RBH)
A Utah-based company, RBH is privately owned and operated by the founder of the company, Roger B. Hassing.
Since 1976, Mr. Hassing and his staff have been designing, engineering and crafting high performance speakers,
custom audio and personal audio products; delivering superior acoustic reproduction at sensible prices. To locate a
dealer near you, please visit rbhsound.com.
For more information, please visit rbhsound.com.
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